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It is time for space agencies, private
corporations, academics, and nonprofits
to work together with the goal of filling in
the details on the millions of asteroids in
our inner solar system.
DANICA REMY AND ED LU, “SPACE MINING, ASTEROIDS, AND WHY WE
NEED TO MAP THE INNER SOLAR SYSTEM,” FINANCIAL TIMES

Cover: South African Coast,
by Ed Lu from the ISS
This page: Manicouagan Impact
Crater is located in central Quebec
and is believed to have been created
approximately 214 (±1) million years
ago by an asteroid impact roughly
5 km in size. By Ed Lu, from the ISS

LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
Over the last six years at B612, we’ve seen our work grow and

This summer, the U.S. government updated its plan for asteroid impact awareness and

evolve thanks to the support from our donors. We have built

prevention. We applaud NASA’s articulation of the steps to implement the National Near-

alliances and partnerships with groups in the field and the

Earth Object Preparedness Strategy and Action Plan, and we see a continuing need to

private sector and have co-founded Asteroid Day, a worldwide

support the development of new telescopes for discovering and tracking asteroids and

movement focused on increasing asteroid education. We are

the means for calculating and understanding their orbits.

advancing technologies that show new promise in finding
and tracking asteroids, and we are building powerful cloudbased tools to analyze the asteroid data from telescopes around the world. Last year, we
launched the Asteroid Institute, which aims to be the international center of excellence
for scientific collaboration on the discovery and deflection of asteroids as well as an
incubator for new technologies. All of this has been possible because of our committed
community of supporters from around the world, coming together to make a difference.

In addition to advancing the technology to support the field, we continue to advocate
and educate about the value of developing a comprehensive dynamic map of the inner
solar system. There are several reasons a map is important. This map will be critical for
protecting the earth from asteroid impacts, for enabling future scientific studies of the
origin and evolution of our solar system, and for future economic expansion into space.
Our global community of supporters makes these advancements possible. Thank you.

In the last year, which was marked by the fifth anniversary of the asteroid that exploded
over Chelyabinsk, Russia, the world witnessed several other near-Earth asteroid
explosions. One example was a piece of an asteroid over Michigan in January 2018 and

Looking up and looking ahead,

another was an asteroid that exploded above the atmosphere in Botswana in June 2018
(2018 LA).
With asteroid 2018 LA, we saw the planet’s Asteroid Terrestrial-impact Last Alert System
(ATLAS) and the community work together and were thus able to detect this asteroid

Danica Remy

and determine it was on a course to impact Earth. Because of the systems in place,

President, B612 Foundation

astronomers were able to assess this object shortly after discovery and determine its

Co-Founder, Asteroid Day

Earth-impacting trajectory. The good news is that NASA has announced it is funding two
additional ATLAS telescopes in the southern hemisphere. This will fill in the observation
gaps since there are regions in the southern sky currently not being monitored by
ATLAS. ATLAS is designed to monitor for asteroids that have not yet been tracked and
to find them hours, days, or potentially even weeks before they hit the earth.
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ABOUT US

IN THE LAST YEAR

B612 is dedicated to protecting Earth from asteroid impacts. We do this through:

Asteroid Institute Announces New Technology Partners

ASTEROID
INSTITUTE

Driving forward science and technologies needed to protect
Earth from asteroid impacts through the Asteroid Institute.

In the spring of 2018, the Asteroid Institute announced that two of the world’s leaders
in software and computing joined our efforts in the ADAM project: Analytical Graphics
Inc. (AGI) and Google Cloud Platform (Google). AGI is providing its STK software to
provide enhanced visualization and analytics capabilities to study asteroid trajectories.

ASTEROID

EDUCATION

Educating the public, the scientific community, and world

ADAM runs on the Google Compute Engine, which delivers virtual machines running

governments about asteroids through programs such as

in Google global data centers.

Asteroid Day.

Since the organization’s inception in 2002, our work has been carried out entirely
through the support of private donors.

Synthetic Tracking
This year, the Asteroid Institute published a NASA
tech note, with support from Planet, JPL, and Caltech,
describing our asteroid detection demo using synthetic
tracking. This was the first time this synthetic tracking

What started in 2002 as a visionary idea to develop the technology to deflect
an asteroid has grown into a world-renowned organization and scientific
institute with a key role in the emerging field of planetary defense. For

technique has been used for the purpose of asteroid

“Should monitoring asteroids/objects that
could hit the earth be a top priority?”
The answer is “yes.”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER, JUNE 2018

detection in space. The Asteroid Institute is working to
advance this technology.

years, B612, our partners, and a global community of dedicated scientists
and researchers have advocated for increased asteroid detection and many
victories have resulted from those efforts. Asteroid detection is now debated
seriously in scientific, governmental, and public conversations.

Americans Believe Asteroid Monitoring Is a Priority
Since our organization’s founding in 2002, asteroid discovery and planetary defense
have become increasingly understood by the public. The public’s awareness was
recently measured by a Pew Research report, noting that 62% of Americans believe
monitoring asteroids and other objects that could potentially collide with the earth
should be a top priority. B612 and the Asteroid Institute along with Asteroid Day help
drive a global conversation that continues to increase public awareness.
U.S. Government Updates Plan for Asteroid Impact Prevention
In December 2016, the U.S. government released its strategy on preparing for and
preventing asteroid impacts. In June 2018, it released an implementation plan to
carry out the 2016 strategy. The good news is that the report recommends beginning
preliminary mission designs toward eventually testing asteroid deflection technologies
including both gravity tractors and kinetic impactors. The Asteroid Institute works on
new technologies which can aid in asteroid discovery and tracking and deflection.

Volcano vortex on Onekotan Island, part
of the Kuril Islands chain in the northwest
Pacific Ocean, by Ed Lu from the ISS
IN THE LAST YEAR
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NEAR-EARTH ASTEROID SURVEY PROGRESS

Since co-founding B612 in 2002, we’ve been honored to be
part of the planetary defense movement. This past year, we
announced the expansion and consolidation of all of our
research and technical efforts under the Asteroid Institute, a

100,000,000

3 million asteroids

virtual organization with a close working collaboration with

30–140 m diameter
To be determined

the Data Intensive Research in Astrophysics and Cosmology
Center (DIRAC) at the Department of Astronomy of the
University of Washington. Since that announcement, we’ve appointed our first two

work alongside DIRAC and Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) researchers.
What’s exciting about our partnership with DIRAC is our ability to work with
forthcoming data sets on new asteroid discoveries. Because of the size of the data set
and the complexity of the analysis, this will require that an enormous computational

NUMBER OF ASTEROIDS

Postdoctoral Senior Research Fellows, Dr. Sarah Greenstreet and Dr. Bryce Bolin, to

1,000,000

30,000 asteroids
140 m–1 km diameter
Primarily LSST + NEOCam (if funded)
2008–2030 (estimated completion)

10,000

1,000 asteroids
1 km+ diameter
Space Guard Survey
1998–2010 (completed)

capability be brought to bear on this problem, which is where the work of the Asteroid
Institute comes into play.
100

This year, Asteroid Institute scientists continued work on understanding the process
by which we will recognize and respond to future asteroid threats. We also convened
and participated in workshops with researchers and scientists from around the world
to support ADAM’s development. Asteroid Institute researchers, DIRAC Institute
researchers, and community supporters for the ADAM team held a hackathon to

30 m

100 m

1 km

10 km

advance ADAM’s open-source capabilities. We convened an ADAM/Southwest
Research Institute (SwRI) workshop to advance ADAM and our synthetic tracking work.
Along with other research groups from around the country, we participated in LSST’s
two-day “Solar System Science Collaboration Solar System Readiness Sprint.” A goal
of the workshop was to move forward ways to maximize the number of near-Earth
objects (NEOs) discovered by LSST, including those that might be Earth-impacting.

DIAMETER OF ASTEROID

Chelyabinsk
Asteroid
19 m

NUMBER FOUND

Tunguska
Asteroid
45 m

Dinosaur
Asteroid
15 km

With the support of our donors, we leveraged their gifts to help build the computational
capability needed to address asteroid deflection scenarios. Our unique and
interdisciplinary approach is necessary as we look toward the skies and into the future.

Ed Lu
Executive Director, Asteroid Institute
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This graph shows the number of near-Earth asteroids found versus the number that
need to be found. You can see that while nearly all NEAs larger than 1 km have been
tracked, the vast majority of smaller asteroids remain to be tracked.

Asteroid Decision Analysis and Mapping Project (ADAM)

ASTEROID
INSTITUTE
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External Data Sources

ADAM
Python
Libraries
Pan-STARRS

ZTF

The Asteroid Institute Appoints Research Fellows

ADAM Interface
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ADAM Astrodynamics Engine

and Job Management
System Login
App Engine

Orbit Propagation
Compute Engine
Multiple Instances

This year, we announced the appointment of Dr. Sarah Greenstreet and Dr. Bryce
Bolin as the Asteroid Institute’s first Senior Research Fellows. They will study, apply,

LSST

TMT

3
Local
Compute

and use new technologies for discovery, tracking, and deflection of asteroids. When
we established the Asteroid Institute, one of our goals was to support the best
and brightest in planetary science and data analysis. You can learn more about Dr.

Synth. Track
Constellation

Greenstreet and Dr. Bolin on page 18.

Virtual

Internal Database
Cloud SQL

(for modeling)

The Asteroid Decision Analysis and Mapping project (ADAM) will support transparent

Others...

Analysis
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Asteroid Decision Analysis and Mapping Project (ADAM)
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Compute Engine
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Retrieve API
App Engine

(1) Researcher interacts
with external data sources

(3) Researcher submits
request to ADAM

(5) Astrodynamics Engine
stores in internal database

(7) App Engine retrieves
requested data file

(9) Researcher interacts
with external data sources

(2) Researcher logs on to
ADAM

(4) App Engine starts a job on
the Astrodynamics Engine

(6) User requests data file

(8) Researcher processes
data file

analysis of asteroid data with open and published algorithms and will be used to assess
threatening situations, identify and analyze the trade-offs in possible realistic courses
of action, and create actionable decision-making analysis.

Using ADAM, we are able to attack problems that were previously impractical to
consider. For example, some asteroids are easier (or more difficult) to deflect than

This project is led by John Carrico, an astrodynamicist and expert in the fields of

others, and we would like to understand the range of scenarios we will face over

flight dynamics, mission analysis, operations, and systems integration. He brings

the next few decades. To do this requires simulating many thousands of asteroid

years of success with several operational earth and lunar spacecraft missions, having

trajectories and calculating for each the deflection difficulty (known as delta-v) as

designed and written trajectory design algorithms and software for mission analysis

a function of time before impact. Asteroid Institute researchers Mike Loucks and Dr.

and spacecraft operations ranging from Earth to interplanetary. ADAM is supported

Sarah Greenstreet are simulating the deflection of 10,000 asteroids and calculating

by universities and private industry representatives including

the delta-v required when deflected 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 years prior to impact.

the University of Michigan, Metropolitan State University Denver,

Doing this on a typical scientific high-performance desktop computer would take 15

Planet Lab, Google, AGI, and the University of Washington.

months and much manual management. Using ADAM, these calculations were carried

The science of the next decade
will be driven by data.
ANDREW CONNOLLY, DIRECTOR
OF THE DIRAC INSTITUTE

This image is the application and data
architecture for ADAM. You can see how
the cloud-based system is organized
and how it will use data sets from many
sources, including key telescopes from
around the world.

out in hours.
The first problem the ADAM team is tackling is carrying out orbit
propagation at scale. Propagating an orbit is computationally

One of the goals of ADAM is to make astrodynamics computations accessible, not just in

intensive. The sorts of problems we have tend to require a huge number of independent

scale and correctness, but in ease of use. With greater collaboration and transparency,

propagations. So far, the ADAM team has been able to achieve computational

ADAM will enable not only rapid calculations, but also be able to run astrodynamics

throughputs orders of magnitude higher than a traditional scientific desktop user

calculations at scale, which is important for helping us to map and understand the

would see. Already this throughput is making hard things easy and crazy things

solar system, as well as for protecting Earth from dangerous asteroid impacts.

possible. The surface has barely been scratched on what cloud-based scale can offer
scientists and researchers.
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CHARTING THE HIGH FRONTIER
By Dr. Edward Lu and Richard Carty
Abstract: This is a summary of a longer paper that sets out the need, value, and
opportunities for a dynamic map of our solar system. This map will be served up by
the engine the Asteroid Institute is building called the Asteroid Decision Analysis and
Mapping (ADAM) project. The paper will be published in late 2018.
The opening of frontiers has historically been enabled by the creation of maps.
The building of comprehensive maps showing the location of geographic features,
resources, and trade routes has throughout the ages been the key to defense, economic
expansion, and scientific discovery. A shorthand notation for these goals could be
distilled to the primal motives of fear, greed, and curiosity. With these catalysts,
humans have applied the principles of cartography as essential tools for expansion
beyond our boundaries. We believe the mapping of the solar system will play a similar
enabling role in the eventual opening of the space frontier.
So what does it mean to chart the high frontier? The crucial additional element for
mapping objects in space as opposed to the traditional requirements of mapping the
surface of a planet like Earth is that we must take into account that celestial bodies in
space are continuously moving in three dimensions. Like floating islands in an everchanging archipelago on a sea, the celestial bodies in our solar system circulate around
the Sun obeying the laws of celestial mechanics. On solar system–length scales, this
additional element of mapping trajectories in space is the most critical. The most
important aspect of identifying and navigating to celestial bodies is knowing where

the future. Having this predictive ability is crucial because space missions generally
take months to years to reach their destinations, and planning begins even years
before that. That means we must target not where our destination is now, but where it
will be at the time we arrive, perhaps years in the future.
The inner solar system is comprised of four planets (Mercury, Venus, Earth, and Mars)
and their respective moons, plus millions of asteroids ranging in size from smaller
than a house up to hundreds of kilometers across. Many of these asteroids reside
in the asteroid belt, at the outer edge of the inner solar system between Mars and
Jupiter, orbiting the Sun at a distance roughly three times farther than does Earth.
Because their orbits are confined between Mars and Jupiter, these main-belt asteroids
never approach Earth closer than about a hundred million miles, and they are therefore
relatively less accessible from Earth than objects closer to the Sun.
There is, however, another class of asteroids not in the asteroid belt called nearEarth asteroids (or NEAs), which orbit the Sun at distances similar to the Earth, and
which therefore occasionally come very close to Earth, even occasionally colliding
with Earth. These are our nearest cosmic neighbors, and from the standpoint of the
development of space, they are the most relevant. They are the most lucrative because
of their accessibility, the most threatening because of their impact risk, and the most
scientifically interesting, as they are the easiest scientific mission targets.
A comprehensive predictive map of the locations and trajectories of near-Earth

map will be built is this location and trajectory information.

asteroids would tell us well in advance of impending asteroid impacts, allowing us

plus time) rendering of locations and velocities of the celestial bodies in our solar
system. The time dimension can be specified so that these locations and velocities
are depicted either at the present, times in the past, or, most importantly, at times in
the future. The predictive nature of this map is possible because we understand the
laws of celestial mechanics under which trajectories of bodies in space move under
the influence of gravity (with some small contribution from other non-gravitational
effects). The more accurately we know the current orbital state of a body, the further

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

tracked solar system bodies, we can reliably predict their motion about a century into

the body is and where it is going. The fundamental base layer on which a solar system

One can think of this solar system map as a four-dimensional (three spatial dimensions

12

we can accurately project where it will be located in the future. At present, for well-

ample time to deflect asteroids away from Earth. Such a comprehensive map could
also serve as the basis for future commerce in space, both as a means of identifying
and claiming outer space resources and as a fundamental navigational layer upon
which space location–based services can be built. Finally, the distribution of asteroid
orbits represented by the map will be a treasure trove of information on the history and
evolution of our solar system, and it will also provide the means of identifying fruitful
targets for scientific missions. Once again, our primal motivations of fear, greed, and
curiosity compel us to pay heed to these frontier objects, and, once again, our initial
need is to map them.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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PROGRAM EVOLUTION

2002
B612 founded with the goal of
significantly altering the orbit
of an asteroid in a controlled
manner.

2004–2008
B612 leads the Apophis
debate.

2005

2006

B612 announces the
invention of the gravity
tractor in Nature.

United Nations ASE NEO
Committee initiated.

Congress gives NASA the
goal of finding 90 percent
of asteroids larger than 140
meters, called the George E.
Brown Jr. Act.

2008–2009
B612 funds design study at
JPL showing feasibility
of the gravity tractor.

2012–2013
B612 announces the Sentinel
Space Telescope project.
Open letter sent to NASA
about deflection mission
planning and discussions
regarding potential impact of
asteroid 2011 AG5.

2000

Sentinel project passes its
first major technical review.

2014
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B612 releases asteroid impact
video with data from the
Nuclear Test Ban Treaty
Organization.
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B612 is Founding Sponsor
of the Asteroid Day project,
a global asteroid-awareness
campaign.

UN Committee on Peaceful
Uses of Outer Space
and General Assembly
pass resolution creating
International Asteroid
Warning Network.

B612 hosts Bay Area Asteroid
Day event with California
Academy of Sciences.

B612 funds Caltech research
study to validate synthetic
tracking feasibility.

Construction project for
Large Synoptic Survey
Telescope (LSST) begins.

2015
2004

B612’s “Sentinel to Find
500,000 Near-Earth
Asteroids,” published in IEEE
Spectrum.
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NASA announces Planetary
Defense Coordination Office.

A
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2016
Asteroid Day is recognized by
the United Nations and holds
500 events worldwide.

B612 begins Asteroid Decision
Analysis and Mapping project
(ADAM) to improve the
ability to make decisions on
potential asteroid threats.

B612 endorses NEOcam and
LSST for 100 m+ solution and
stops fundraising for Sentinel
project.

Asteroid Day project moves
to Luxembourg and holds
a 24-hour live asteroids
broadcast. 1,200 events are
held worldwide.

Asteroid Institute builds
team for ADAM to provide
analytical tools for asteroid
defense scenarios.

B612 Foundation recognizes
15-year anniversary.

On Asteroid Day, 2000+
events held worldwide,
48-hour live asteroid
broadcast, and United
Nations OOSA publishes
Planetary Defence Report.

Asteroid Institute publishes
synthetic tracking results as
a NASA technical report.
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Asteroid Day project holds
150 events worldwide.
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2017
B612 launches the Asteroid
Institute program, a virtual
organization comprised of
planetary scientists and
engineers around the world.

B612 publishes call for
shared solar system map
in Financial Times.

Asteroid Impact and
Deflection Assessment
(AIDA) almost funded by EU
and USA.

2018
Asteroid Institute announces
Google and AGI as ADAM
technology partners.
Asteroid Institute announces
appointment of Senior
Research Fellows.

Pew Research poll shows
Americans believe asteroid
monitoring should be national
priority.
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INSTITUTE
THE EFFECT OF WARNING TIME ON THE
DEFLECTION OF EARTH-IMPACTING ASTEROIDS

By Dr. Sarah Greenstreet

their trajectory can mean the difference between a collision with Earth or a safe flyby.
Our real-world asteroid impact deflection scenario decisions are likely to be dominated

Abstract: Researchers at the Asteroid Institute are studying how the amount of time

by such cases.

prior to an impending Earth impact an asteroid can be nudged out of our path affects
the required deflection velocity (“the nudge,” or delta-v) needed to avoid the collision.

Our initial study used the desktop version of the software implemented by ADAM

We find that a large fraction of impacting asteroids is significantly easier to deflect

to calculate the delta-v needed to miss Earth by roughly 40,000 miles (a distance

than average. The full paper will be submitted for publication.

equal to 10 times the radius of Earth) with 30 years prior to impact for all 10,000
virtually impacting asteroids in batches of 5–10 at a time, which took most of a year to

Researchers at the Asteroid Institute are studying how much of a “nudge” (known as
the delta-v) is needed to divert asteroids from hitting Earth. Using the Google Cloud–
based tools being developed with ADAM, we simulate 10,000 different asteroids that
virtually impact Earth (i.e., an imagined population of impacting asteroids). We then

complete. ADAM allows us to get results for all 10,000 asteroids simultaneously in less
than 24 hours. This means that we can not only perform the calculations much faster,
but it also allows us to expand our study to calculate the required delta-v for all 10,000
asteroids to miss Earth at more “lead times” prior to impact.

calculate for each of these asteroids the nudge (delta-v) needed to make the asteroid
miss Earth by 8,000 miles (a distance equal to twice the radius of Earth). We further
investigate how the delta-v needed to avoid an Earth impact changes as a longer
warning time is given by calculating the delta-v for each asteroid at 5, 10, 20, 30, 40,
and 50 years prior to impact. As expected, the average delta-v is found to increase the
closer to impact the nudge is applied (see figure below). In other words, the later we
wait to deflect an asteroid, the harder it gets.

This graph outlines the delta-v (“nudge”)
needed at different times before impact in
order to ensure an asteroid misses Earth
by a distance of 10 times Earth’s radius.
The oscillation is due to the change in
orbital speed of the asteroid as it orbits
the Sun on an elliptical path.

We find a considerable range of delta-v even at any given time. In particular, our initial
study found a subset of impacting asteroids that is significantly easier to deflect than
average, with greater than 10 times less delta-v required. These particular asteroids are
extremely easy to deflect because prior to their actual impact, they come close enough
to Earth on an earlier pass to have their trajectories deflected by Earth’s gravity (i.e.,
Earth gives them an initial nudge). Like a trick shot in billiards, these trajectories are
very sensitive to small nudges. The flip side is that distinguishing whether asteroids like
this are actually on a collision course is more difficult, since a tiny error in determining
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ASTEROID INSTITUTE FELLOWS SPOTLIGHT

ASTEROID INSTITUTE INTERNSHIP SPOTLIGHT

Dr. Sarah Greenstreet

This year, we engaged students from across the world in program and technical
PhD, Astronomy, University of British Columbia

internships. Each intern brought unique skills pursuing their work with our core team.

Thesis: Small body orbital dynamics in the solar system:
Celestial mechanics and impacts

Philippine Griveaud, Science Blogger, University of Luxembourg

MS, Astronomy, University of British Columbia

Philippine previously studied at the Pierre and Marie Curie University,

Concentration: Planetary Science and Orbital Dynamics

received her BS in Applied Science from the University of Luxembourg,
and is currently at Nanyang Technological University pursuing a degree

Dr. Greenstreet’s research interests include near-Earth

in Physics.

asteroid orbital dynamics, main-belt asteroid resonances, coorbital solar system objects, impact and crater formation rates, resonant mechanisms

Lowell Hanson III, ADAM Developer, Metropolitan State University of Denver

that create retrograde asteroids, near-Earth object population modeling, near-Earth

Lowell received his AA degree in Chinese Mandarin from the Defense

object candidate follow-up, the characterization of objects of interest to NASA

Language Institute at Presidio of Monterey. He served as a U.S. Army

and upcoming targets of radar observations, and measuring the Yarkovsky drift for

commissioned civilian and is pursuing a degree in Aerospace Physics.

candidate asteroids. Her work with the ADAM platform includes studying the change
in velocity that must be imparted to an impacting asteroid in order to deflect it from
hitting Earth. She is experienced in Fortran, C, Python, Django, MySQL, Astrometrica,
FindOrb, OpenOrb, Beowulf clusters, survey simulators, and the SWIFT N-body
integrator.

Brandon Hing, ADAM Developer, University of Michigan
Brandon received his BS in Aerospace and Astronautical Engineering
from the Georgia Institute of Technology and is now pursuing a master’s
in Space Engineering.
Elliot Huebler, ADAM Developer, University of Michigan

Dr. Bryce Bolin

Elliot is pursuing a BS degree in Astronomy and Astrophysics and is also
PhD, Astrophysics, l’Université de Côte d’Azur

a Research Assistant working on Galactic Evolution Astrophysics at the

Thesis: Identifying asteroid families older than 2 billion years

University of Michigan.

MS, Physics, University of Central Florida
Concentration: Observations of faint planetary rings with
the Cassini space probe
Dr. Bolin’s interests include the dynamics of solar system
small body populations, solar system formation, survey
astronomy, optical observations, asteroid structure and formation, activated asteroids,
and comets. He has extensive programming experience in Python, and is proficient in
C, Fortran, IDL, Perl, IRAF, MySQL, SWIFT, and REBOUND N-body integrators. His work

Kenny Noble, ADAM Developer, Metropolitan State University of Denver
Kenny received his BS in Aerospace Physics from Metropolitan State
University of Denver and has recently accepted a full-time position at
Lockheed Martin.
Alex Shwe, Operations Associate, St. Ignatius School, San Francisco
Alex is a senior at St. Ignatius College Preparatory High School. He is also
a lifeguard, ski coach, and is applying to colleges this fall.

with the Asteroid Institute is focused on understanding how quickly impacting asteroids
can be determined to be a threat. He is doing this by simulating the performance of
the LSST in observing one hundred thousand virtual impacting asteroids. The goal of
this project is to determine how much warning time we expect to be able to provide
for impacting asteroids.
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Asteroid Day in the Songwe Region of Southern Tanzania
Thousands of independently organized Asteroid Day events happened around the
world on June 30th, 2018. A wonderful example of an independently organized event
was in Tanzania in Africa. From June 28–June 30th, local authorities in the Songwe
region in southern Tanzania organized a three-day Asteroid Day event. The main
aim for this particular event was to showcase the astronomical treasure, the Mbozi
meteorite, which is the sixth-largest meteorite in the world. Foreign tourists, local
visitors, and community members were invited to participate in the events and the

2018 marked the fourth annual Asteroid Day, recognized on June 30th of each year
with independently organized events around the world. June 30th is the anniversary of
the 1908 Russian Tunguska asteroid impact. People come together around the world
at independently organized Asteroid Day events to share information and learn about
the science, opportunities, and risks of asteroids. Asteroid Day
was declared an international day of recognition by the United
Nations in 2016, and since the first events in 2015, the movement

president of the region also attended.
Local astronomy experts from the Open University of Tanzania (OUT) and the
Astronomy and Space Science Association of Tanzania (ASSAT) ran a seminar to
highlight the value of the Mbozi meteorite as well as to raise awareness on global
asteroid risks and opportunities. The importance of astronomy, space science, and
STEM in Tanzania’s national development was also a focus.

has grown exponentially. Through Asteroid Day, we work to

The event kicked off June 28th with an opening ceremony that included exhibitions

inspire people and young minds to look up into the sky and to

and videos of archaeological treasures and a marathon race. On the second day of

be excited about our solar system.

events, there was a seminar for science and geography teachers from secondary

With content from CNN, the National Air and Space Museum (NASM), and the European
Space Agency (ESA), we were able to augment the program during Asteroid Day
Live! from Luxembourg. Astronauts, space experts, scientists, and celebrities joined
this year’s events in Luxembourg. The 48-hour program was streamed online. Asteroid
Day Live! was made possible by Space Resources.lu, BCE, SES, and Tomorrow Street.

and primary schools and higher learning institutions. The day ended with a football
competition. And the last day, June 30, was the climax of the Asteroid Day events,
with local and national leaders highlighting the tourist potential of the Mbozi meteorite
and the many other tourist attractions in the Songwe and Mbeya regions in Tanzania.
Altogether, the event brought in 64,265 people over three days.

Previous page: (top, left to right): Georges Schmit, Elisabeth Ries, Mario Grotz;
Cosmonaut Dorin Prunariu with school
children in Luxembourg; (bottom, left
to right): Asteroid Day Live astronauts,
asteroid experts, and crew; Dr. Brian Cox,
Dr. Ed Lu, and Charles Beames.
This page: Independently organized
Asteroid Day events in Tanzania.
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Our Asteroid Education program increases awareness about asteroids and science
through public speaking and exposure in the media. In addition to Asteroid Day, this
year we shared stories about our work and why the world should learn more about
asteroids. We have highlighted a few public education activities in this last year.

Dr. Ed Lu

Dr. Ed Lu, Danica Remy, Rusty
Schweickart, and Others

“THEY SAW EARTH FROM SPACE.
HERE’S HOW IT CHANGED THEM,”

ASTEROID DAY LIVE!

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC

During Asteroid Day Live!, interviews with

Ed was recognized for

Dr. Ed Lu, Keynote Speaker

Danica Remy, Featured Speaker

his vision and experi-

SPACE TECH SUMMIT

GOOGLE, NEW YORK CITY

ences, alongside other

CAMPUS TECH TALK

The Space Tech Summit is a multi-year

pioneering

initiative of Draper University that brings

and space travelers, in a

Danica and ADAM Senior Engineer Laura

together

feature article.

Lark spoke to employees at the NYC campus

entrepreneurs,

investors,

and

astronauts

Ed, Rusty, Danica, and B612 Advisors Dorin
Prunariu, Scott Manley, and Astronaut Dr.
Tom Jones were broadcast worldwide along
with those of dozens of other experts.

about asteroids and the ADAM project.

researchers to address humanity’s greatest
challenges via space technology. Ed spoke
of the need for a dynamic map of our solar
system.

January

March

Johnny Dyer, Featured Speaker,
with Dr. Ed Lu and Rusty Schweickart

April

Dr. Ed Lu, Featured Speaker
SPACE AGE NIGHTLIFE AT THE

May

June

Dr. Ed Lu and Asteroid Institute
Advisor Dr. Tom Jones

August

Danica Remy, Featured Speaker
SINGULARITY UNIVERSITY

REINVENT’S “WHAT’S NOW?”

CALIFORNIA ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

CNN INTERNATIONAL

GLOBAL SUMMIT

This San Francisco series features remarkable

Ed presented a talk on his experience as a

Ed and Tom were interviewed by CNN on

SU Global Summit brings together global

people helping reinvent an important field

NASA astronaut and laid out the case on

asteroid awareness and planetary defense.

leaders striving to understand the future

exploding in innovation. Jonny of Google

why we need a map of the solar system.

They discussed humanity’s current detection

through exponential technologies. Danica

and the Asteroid Institute, along with Ed and

capability, recent impacts, and how B612 is

presented B612’s work, including technology

Rusty, addressed questions about the VC-

working to solve the problem.

and education achievements.

funded disruption of space and our work.
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ASTEROID CIRCLE

ANONYMOUS x 7

Eliot Gillum

Scott McGregor and Laurie Girand

Jim Chervenak

ANONYMOUS LEADERSHIP GIFT x 3*

Glaser Progress Foundation

Matt Mullenweg

Arthur Gleckler and Kristine Kelly

Bill Anders

Dane Glasgow

Diane Murphy

Jensen Huang

Geoffrey Baehr

Steve and Julie Grimm

Peter Norvig

William K. Bowes Jr. Foundation

Garrett Gruener and Amy Slater

Shervin Pishevar

Brian Burton and James Mercer,

VK Hsu & Sons Foundation Ltd.

The Peggy Rawls Family Fund

James D. and Justin Jameson

Ray Rothrock

Don Carlson

Margaret Jonsson Family Foundation

Edwin Sahakian

Vinton and Sigrid Cerf

Steve Jurvetson*

Rusty Schweickart and Nancy Ramsey

Y(Imc) Chapman

Dominik Kaiser

Tim Trueman

Emily and David Corrigan

Steve Krausz

Robert C. and Fallon B. Vaughn

Asa Denton

Vladas Lašas

Ben Wheeler

Esther Dyson

James Leszczenski

Yishan Wong and Kimberly Algeri-Wong

Alan Eustace

David Liddle and Ruthann Quindlen

Sasha Galitsky

Suzanna Mak

Gillikin Family

Greg McAdoo

Broken Bells

Top row (left to right): Dr. Ed Lu, Sasha Galitsky Jr., and Cosmonaut Dorin Prunariu;
Charles Beam and Dr. Andy Connolly (DIRAC); Georges Schmit and Sarah Brightman.
Bottom row (left to right): Luxembourg Deputy Prime Minister Etienne Schneider at a
hosted dinner; Cosmonaut Dorin Prunariu, Scott Schneider, and Astronaut Rusty
Schweickart; Asteroid Day guests, Yvonne Ellington and Dr. Mark Boslough.
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*Leadership Gift ($1 M–$5 M)

Top row (left to right): Dr. Benoît Otjacques (LIST); Danica Remy, Thibault Peyronel,
Howard Davidson, and Dr. Ed Lu at Facebook; Nancy Ramsey and Luxembourg Deputy
Prime Minister Etienne Schneider.
Bottom row (left to right): Marco Fuchs (OHB), Dr. Richard Dawkins, Dr. Ed Lu,
Astronaut Rusty Schweickart, and Cosmonaut Dorin Prunariu with some awesome
ties(!); Dr. Ed Lu at a public event; Dr. Ed Lu with Tomorrow Street staff.
ASTEROID CIRCLE
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We have donors from 46 countries.

DONOR HONOR ROLL
All Gifts $500–$24,999*

Anonymous x 27

Michael S. Gendler and Jessica A. Teich

Scott and Nola Schneider

Rick Armstrong

Daniel and Dean Hawes

Rolf Schreiber

Andrew Baruch

Keith Hughes

Douglas Simpkinson

Dillon and Alex Bly

Tom Jackiewicz

Rick Stawicki

Dinah Bodkin

Tatiana Kichkaylo

Jan Magne Tjensvold

Richard Bowen

Aki Korhonen

Newell Troup

Rick Bradford

Michael Manneh

Varian Family Fund

Jared Brown

MathWorks

James and Cynthia Walker

John Conery

Michael Meek

Rogers Weed

George Cornecelli

John Kenneth Menges Jr.

Al Werner

Jonny and Katie Dyer

George Powell

Matthew Wyndowe

Albert Ender

Dirk Pranke

Ray Erikson

Martha Reynolds

Henry Faulkner

Jeff and Lisa Rich

Joseph L. Fischer

Michael Ritter

*From September 1, 2017,
to September 1, 2018

Bora Bora, by Ed Lu from the
International Space Station
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